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ABSTRACT 

 
Now a day’s women safety has become one of the greatest concerns. In real or digital world 

there is no place where a woman does not fear violence. And as the India is progressing 

towards digitalisation, this fear is also increasing as the digital space are opening doors 

towards cyber-crimes. In cybercrimes the offender harasses and abuses women for their 

pleasure. Because of this threat a woman is losing away her freedom, comfort and professional 

life. The fact is that we do not understand the problems which a woman faces and moreover 

for these problems, there are limited laws which can solve these issues. That is why this paper 

throws lights on Cyber Crimes in India and against women harassment and laws related to 

them. It will also tell the techniques which are suggested for reducing cyber-crime against 

women . This paper will also put light on important law which has been created by our 

jurisdiction so that women can be safe in these digital environment. As India moves towards 

digitalisation there are more scope for cyber bullying and to stop these cyber bullying to make 

digitalisation environment safe for everyone especially women. Government has to update its 

law so that people, especially women can safely work in a digitalized environment. This paper 

will suggest some solution which government can follow to stop cyber-attacks and to punish 

these cyber attackers. This paper will also suggest some solution models so that cyber-attacks 

can stopped and people who are using this digital environment can be safe.  

 

KEYWORDS: DIGITAL INDIA , WOMEN SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONARY 

MEASURES.  
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CHAPTER:1 

 
INTRODUCTION 

  

 India is one of the fastest developing countries in the world. Recently India has taken 

steps towards digitalisation. In today’s time millions of Indian citizen does not know how to 

use internet, computer or any other device the way they are commonly used like for social 

media (Instagram), chats rooms, skype etc. for a developing country like India digitalisation 

has both its pros and cons. one side where digitalisation had made work easy for a common 

man on the other hand it have given invitation too cybercrime. Cybercrime is when the criminal 

uses a computer or any other devices to access your personal data without your consent or 

knowledge and he or she uses the internet for harassment and exploitation purposes which 

includes stalking, blackmailing etc. Safety of the women is one of the most important concerns 

whether they are at work or at home women safety is one of the prime agenda. Last few years 

cybercrime has increased a lot against women. According to the statistics of National crime 

investigation bureau Bengaluru registered the most cyber law cases in 2018. Bengaluru had 

reported 5035 FIRs registered at the lone cybercrime police station but Delhi had reported only 

223 FIRs from 2016 to 20191  . For these cyber criminals women are the main target. . For 

these cyber criminals women are the main target because women trust these abused and share 

their personal information because of which these abusers use that information and commit 

cybercrimes . these abuser mostly choice these women because they are not fully aware about 

these cybercrimes and they don’t know how to report to these crimes According to a statistics 

in 2018 alone India recorded over 2000 cases of cybercrime relating to cyber harassment and 

over 700 cases of cyber bullying against women and minor2. Because of these increasing 

numbers it has led to an increasing awareness about cybercrimes which are increasing rapidly. 

but more awareness has to be brought among people particularly women about how to use 

technology in a safe environment and how to prevent yourself from cybercrimes and if you get 

 
1 Economic times:- Bengaluru is cybercrime capital (1Feb,2019)   
    https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/ 

    https://www.ncib.in/ 
2 Sanika diwaji :- Cyber crimes in India Statistic & facts ( April 20, 2020)  
    https://www.statista.com/topics/5054/cyber-crime-in-india/ 
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caught in cybercrimes how to report them. To deal with these crimes  more knowledge and 

technical improvement has to be done so that these crime rates come below . In this paper we 

are trying to find the digital divide in gender context and how to overcome this problem. This 

paper is divided into four sections Section two throws light on cyber-crimes and cyber laws 

with some case laws . In section three problems will be identified and at section four it will 

provide suggestive measures and proposed  models and at last the paper will have a conclusion 

.  
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CHAPTER: 2 
 

CYBER-CRIME IN INDIA  
 

 As we know India is the second largest internet population in the world with more than 

400 million users as of 2O18.3 As the internet consumption is increasing and technology is 

advancing the man has become totally dependent on the internet for all their needs. The Internet 

has made a common man's life easy by providing everything at one platform. As the internet 

has made a common man's life easy it has also brought the concept of cyber-crime. Cyber-

crimes can be defined as a term for any illegal activity that uses a computer as its primary 

means of commission. It is an offence that is committed against individuals or groups of 

individuals with a criminal motive to intentionally harm the reputation of the victim or cause 

physical or mental harm to the victim directly or indirectly, using modern telecommunication 

networks such as Internet4 .As we know internet consumption has increased and so has the risk 

of cyber-crime. In 2O17 cybercrime has doubled according to the national crime record bureau 

. Cybercrime accounted for less than a percentage (0.43%) or 21,796 cases of a total of 50 lakh 

cognizable crimes in India. Karnataka had the highest rate of cybercrime, followed by Assam, 

Telangana, Maharashtra, and Uttar Pradesh. India recorded over 9,500, 11,500 and 12,000 

cases of cybercrime in 2014, 2015 and 2016 respectively. As per a report “During 2017, 56% 

of cyber-crime cases registered were for the motive of fraud (12,213 out of 21,796 cases) 

followed by sexual exploitation with 6.7% (1,460 cases) and causing disrepute with 4.6% 

(1,002 cases).”5  

 

                                        

 

 

 
3 Sanika diwaji :- Cyber crimes in India Statistic & facts ( April 20, 2020)  
https://www.statista.com/topics/5054/cyber-crime-in-india/ 
4 Rajat Mishra :- Cyber crime against women ( September 20 ,2014)  
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2486125 
5 Medianama :- By Nishta Vishkawkarma ( october25,2019)  
https://www.medianama.com/2019/10/223-cybercrime-ncrb-2017/  
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Types of Cyber Crimes 

 
There are two types of cyber-crimes :-  

1) When the abuser uses a computer as their target. Examples hacking, virus attacks, Disk 

Operating System attacks etc 

2)  When the abuser uses a computer as their weapon. Examples cyber terrorism, 

Intellectual Property Rights violations, credit card frauds, , pornography etc. 

                                

Case Law :- Sony.Sambandh.com Case 6 

India saw its first cyber law conviction in 2013.  

 

Facts:- It all began when Sony Private limited filled a complaint. Sony Private Limited runs a 

website called  www.sony-sambandh.com, targeting Non-Resident Indians. The website 

enables NRIs to send Sony products to their friends and relatives in India after they pay for it 

online. In May 2002 They received an order of sony television set and cordless headphones 

under the name of Barbara Camp to be delivered to Arif Azim in Noida. The payment got 

cleared by credit card. At the  time of delivery took a digital photograph of Arif Azim that she 

received the Order and the transaction got closed. But then after one and the half months later 

the credit card company informed Sony that this transaction is not valid as the real owner had 

opposed having made any purchase. The company lodged a complaint of online cheating at 

Central Bureau of Investigation in which case got accepted under section 418, 419 and 420 of 

Indian Penal Code. Investigation took place, evidence was collected and Arif Azim got 

arrested. From the investigation police came to know that Arif Azim got access to the credit 

card of an American national which he misused. CBI recovered all the items. In this case CBI 

had proven so the accused admitted his guilt 

 

Judgment:- The court convicted Arif Azim under section 418, 419 and 420 of IPC ( This is the 

first time cybercrime has been convicted ) . But the court felt that the accused was a 24 years 

 
6 Cyber law &information security advisor:- Important cyber law case study (8 May 2020)  
https://www.cyberralegalservices.com/detail-casestudies.php 
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old young boy and a first time convict so a forgiving view needed to be taken. So the court 

decided to leave Arif Azim but with probation for one year.                                               
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CYBER CRIME AGAINST WOMEN 

 Cyber Crime against women is increasing day by day. Women are common in the radar 

of these abusers. they are harassed and exploited on the digital platform by sending them 

offensive emails by stalking and blackmailing etc. Most of the Indian women do not report 

about cybercrimes. Most of the problems can be solved if women report these cybercrimes. 

These abusers used fake accounts to gain female trust and then use that to blackmail them. This 

type of crime is common in India. Abuser do these crimes with the intention of illegal gains, 

revenge, money etc.    

 

CASE LAW :- Kalandi Charan Lenka VERSUS State Of Odisha7 
Facts :- Mr P.B Tripathy has three daughters one is mentally retarded  second is the informant 

herself and third daughter is the victim while studying in  collage she got a offensive message 

which was affecting her character it also come through the cell phone of his father. After seeing 

this father asked his victim daughter about this message but she was mentally disturbed not 

only the message these pamphlets were posted about her on the walls of the hostel where the 

victim girl was residing because of this she has to change the place of study. But the abuser 

still followed her wherever the victim girl studied pamphlets of sexual remarks against her 

were pasted on the walls. And then the accuser created a fake facebook account in the name of 

the victim where he posted her naked pictures. So the victim informed the police. Victim girl 

was also examined under section 169 of Cr.p.c. Finally the abuser was found to have proposed 

to the victim for marriage but got rejected by the victim . Accused used to visit the victim house 

with the motive of helping but he used to take pictures and data about the victim. Accused had 

committed section 506 of IPC and section 67-A of IT Act 2000 and moreover accused was in 

custody since last two months and because of which he should be released After this victim 

demanded for bail as whatever offences he have done are bailable offenses. 

   

Judgment :- After going through all the materials it appears that stalking, online transaction of 

sexual explicit, and naked picture of the victim has been committed. But the judge granted bail 

to the accused the bail will cost him 50,000 rupees  with two solvent sureties. One surety should 

be one of his parents to pay the amount of J M F C Pattamundai arising out of the cyber case. 

 
7 Indian Kanoon:- Orissa High Court(16 January 2017)   
   https://indiankanoon.org/doc/73866393/ 
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On that condition he would appear before the investigating officer every Sunday at 10:00 AM 

till final form is submitted. Second condition is he would not commit any offences including 

the offensive through electronic form while on bail. Third condition: he would not threaten the 

victim or her family or any prosecution witness directly or indirectly by any manner. Fourth 

condition is he would not visit Pattamundai where victim and her family resides or place where 

victim is studying or working except in condition he has to appear before I.O or before court 

till the final form is submitted.  
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CHAPTER:-3 
 

KINDS OF CYBER CRIMES :- 

 
Cyber-crimes are defined as crime where a computer is a tool or the object of the crime to 

commit offences is called cyber-crime. Because of these major crimes women have to suffer 

from depression, anxiety and many more things because of these types of e harassment. Most 

common type of cyber-crimes are :-  

● Cyber Stalking:- It can be defined as stalking which takes place on online 

platforms by using the internet for wholly and only purpose of harassment and 

online abuse is called cyber stalking. These abusers mostly target women. In online 

stalking, the abuser does not physically follow the victim but instead he uses their 

online activities and movements to gather information which the abuser uses to 

threaten the victim in different forms of verbal terrorizing. For EG: - When you 

receive a negative message on Instagram or snapchat this may upset or infuriate you 

but this is not cyber stalking but when you receive constant unpleasant messages 

from different accounts managed by the same person then it is called cyber stalking.  

● Cyber Defamation:- Defamation refers to causing harm to the reputation of a 

person in the eyes of a third person. But in cyber defamation libel and defamation 

both are included Cyber defamation can be defined as publishing a defamatory 

information or material against another person by using computer or internet8 Some 

following way which abuser uses to commit defamation: -sending EMails, World-

wide webs, Discussion groups etc  

● Cyber Pornography: - Cyber pornography is the act of using cyberspace and 

publishing pornographic material on pornographic sites by using computer and 

internet. Cyber pornography is a criminal offence. And this is another way used by 

abusers to threaten women.  

 
8 Helpline law :- Cyber defamation ( 4,May 2020)  
http://www.helplinelaw.com/employment-criminal-and-labour/CDII/cyber-defamation-in-india.html 
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● Trolling:- Trolling is different from cyber bullying or harassment. In trolling the 

abuser does not target only a single person but abusers rely on other people who 

will pay attention and become provoked. Trolling exists on many platforms whether 

the platforms are big like social media sites or small like private chats rooms. 

Trolling can be defined as when an abuser makes rude, upsetting, inflammatory or 

off topic statements in an online platform with wholly intention of provoking 

victims into upsetting or emotional or infuriated response is called trolling. Places 

where you can see online trolling are:- Twitter, Comment sections of websites like 

youtube or news websites etc. 9 

● Morphing:- Morphing is defined as a special effect to edit one picture to another 

by using flawless transformation. In simple words morphing means activity used to 

edit an original photo and to misuse it to harass the victim. In morphing the abuser 

uses victim photos and uses morphed pictures to put on different websites like porn 

sites or social media sites by not disclosing himself and pretending to be someone 

else.  

● Phishing:- It is a cyber-crime in which an abuser targets or targets the victim by 

email, text messages or telephone calls to get their sensitive information like cards 

details, username and passwords etc is called phishing.  

● E-mail Spoofing:- Email spoofing can be defined as emails that appear from one 

origin but actually have been sent from another origin is called email spoofing. 

Email spoofing is used most popularly for executing phishing.  

 

 

                                           

 

 

 

 

                                  

 
9 How to Geek:- Internet trolling (4may 2020)  
https://www.howtogeek.com/465416/what-is-an-internet-troll-and-how-to-handle-trolls/ 
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 IMPORTANT CYBER LAWS  

 
As we know crimes are increasing on online platforms so the government has made various 

sections which are under Information and Technology Act 2000 so that these stalkers and 

cyber criminals can be punished under these sections for violation of privacy. There are 13 

chapters and 90 sections in Information and Technology act10. Some of the important 

sections are 

Section 65:-  This section deals with a person who intentionally alters or destroys computer 

code used by a computer, computer programme, computer system or computer network 

when this computer code is required to be kept and maintained by law for the time being. 

Punishment for this offences is up to three years or fine which may extend to 2 lakhs rupees 

or both11 

Section 67:- This section deals with publishing or transferring indecent material in an 

electronic form which prurient interest. Punishment for this offences is imprisonment up to 

5 years or fine up to 10 lakhs rupees or both12 

Section 67A:- According to this section if a person publishes or transfers an image 

containing sexual content in electronic form. Punishment for this act is imprisonment up to 

7 years or fine up to 10 lakhs rupees or both13 

Section 67B:- According to this section if a person transfers or publishes images of a child 

in sexual content. A child is someone who is under the age of 18. Punishment for these 

offences is Imprisonment up to 5 years and fine up to 10 lakh rupees for first time offenders 

for second time offenders imprisonment upto7 years and fine up to 10 lakh rupees.14  

Section 67C:- According to this section a person who acts as intermediary must maintain 

required record for stipulated time. Punishment for this offence is imprisonment up to 3 

years or fine or both.15 

 
10 Tutorial Point :- Information and technology act 2000 
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/information_security_cyber_law/information_technology_act.htm 
11 Bare Act :- Information and technology act 2000 
https://indiacode.nic.in/bitstream/123456789/1999/3/A2000-21.pdf 
12  Bare Act :- Information and technology act 2000 
https://indiacode.nic.in/bitstream/123456789/1999/3/A2000-21.pdf 
13  Bare Act :- Information and technology act 2000 
https://indiacode.nic.in/bitstream/123456789/1999/3/A2000-21.pdf 
14 I Prateek singh :- Legal Service India- Cyber law in India: IT Act 2000  
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-836-cyber-law-in-india-it-act-2000.html 
15  I Prateek singh :- Legal Service India- Cyber law in India: IT Act 2000  
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Section 66A:- According to this section if a person is sending offensive messages through 

an electronic communication or sending emails to mislead the victim about the origin of 

such messages which  causes vexation etc. Punishment for these offences are imprisonment 

up to 3 years or fine up to 50,000 or both. 16 

Section 66B:- According to this section if a person dishonestly keeps or receives 

communication devices or computer resources. Punishment for these offences is 

imprisonment up to 3 years or fine of 100000 rupees or both. 17 

Section 66C:- According to this section if a person misuses anyone's password, digital 

signature or any other special identification. Punishment for these offences is imprisonment 

upto3 years or fine up to 1 lakh rupees or both.18 

Section 66D:- According to this section if a person uses communication or electronic 

devices to cheat someone. Punishment for these offences is imprisonment up to 3 years or 

fine up to 1 lakh rupees.19 

Section 66E:- According to this section when a person publishes or captures an image of a 

person private parts without their consent. Punishment for these offences are imprisonment 

for 3 years or fine up to 1 lakh rupees or both 20 

Section 66F:- According to this section if a person  Intent to threaten the unity, integrity, 

security or sovereignty of the nation and denying access to any person authorized to access 

the computer resource or attempting to access a computer resource without authorization21 

 

                                    

 

 

 
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-836-cyber-law-in-india-it-act-2000.html 
16 Bare Act :- Information and technology act 2000 
https://indiacode.nic.in/bitstream/123456789/1999/3/A2000-21.pdf 
17 Bare Act :- Information and technology act 2000 
https://indiacode.nic.in/bitstream/123456789/1999/3/A2000-21.pdf 
18   I Prateek singh :- Legal Service India- Cyber law in India: IT Act 2000  
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-836-cyber-law-in-india-it-act-2000.html 
19  I Prateek singh :- Legal Service India- Cyber law in India: IT Act 2000  
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-836-cyber-law-in-india-it-act-2000.html 
20  Bare Act :- Information and technology act 2000 
https://indiacode.nic.in/bitstream/123456789/1999/3/A2000-21.pdf 
21  Bare Act :- Information and technology act 2000 

https://indiacode.nic.in/bitstream/123456789/1999/3/A2000-21.pdf 
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CHAPTER:-4 
                                  

PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED 

 
There are various kinds of cyber-crimes which are there in India like stalking, harassment 

etc. There are many types of problems which have been identified like  It has been found 

that there are no SOP (Standard Operating Procedures) formed for trading with these types 

of issues of cyber-crimes. Correct training for Standard Operation Procedures formulation 

and operationalization of devices protocols must be given to the officers. Moreover, less 

working officers in the cyber cells is another problem.  Therefore there is the need for more 

capable officers who have the knowledge about these types of cybercrimes and also have 

the practical knowledge of using computers. Most of the women do not file a complaint 

because they do not want to be involved in big procedures plus they have a fear of telling  

their identities. Whenever a woman gets trolled on digital space like social media people 

start criticizing the victim girl for being on these digital platforms  but it is our duty not to 

exploit women in fact we should help them in raising their voices against such abusers. 

Women do not have enough knowledge regarding how to use the technology, thus we 

should provide them training by arranging awareness campaigns by people who are experts 

on these topics and teach them how to use technology. Moreover if a victim complains or 

police investigates there are not many numbers of e courts where these cases can be solved 

and victims can get timely justice. 
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SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMS ARE IDENTIFIED BELOW 

 
1)  Women who becomes the victim of these abuser does not report these cybercrime 

because of related shame and tendency of the parents or guardians to not include  police 

in such matters 

2) Most of the Women does not know proper procedure to file a complaints against these 

abusers and moreover the cyber laws are not prepared properly to give justice to these 

victims 

3) Abusers know every information about the victim they know or can be related to them. 

But women do not know how to use social sites safely and that is why they get into the 

abuser trap. Women have less skill and knowledge in using technology.  

4) Reporting of cybercrimes should be made easy for these women and also to ensure that 

these crimes do not go unreported. And at the same time these women's identity should 

be also saved. It nourishes cybercrime investigations in which particularly in which 

women’s are involved  

5) Cybercrimes against women are increasing on these cyber platforms. It takes lots of 

resources to solve the case and many times these cases are not solved because of 

shortage of cyber forensic laboratories.  

6) There is not much cooperation during cases investigation by foreign service providers 

due to cross border issues.  
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PROPOSED SOLUTION 

 
1) Women should have Awareness about all kinds of cybercrimes and how to deal with 

them. Moreover, making them understand how they can use the internet in a safe 

environment.  

2) Schools must teach their children about various kinds of cyber-crimes and how to deal 

with them. Schools can do these by adding these issues in the education system.  

3) There should be better participation between Cyber forensic laboratories and police 

force for better examination of the case. So that they can catch the abuser and justice 

can be served to the victim.  

4) All international service providers must set up their servers in India which will help 

cyber cell in tracking the abuser IP address for better examination of the case.   

5) There should be more awareness about the cyber law among women so that they know 

what to do when they become victims.  
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SUGGESTIVE SOLUTION MODEL 

 
In this model there are three main pillars i.e. Education, Empowerment and legal resources. 

They are discussed in details below:-  

1) Education:- By educating women we can make them aware from the very beginning 

about these cyber-crimes. That is why it is important to educate them about the digital 

space moreover It will help women to tackle these cyber-crimes. It will help women to 

use the latest technology and also give knowledge about their privacy settings. It will 

inspire more women to take part in cyber space so that they are ready to handle matters 

about cyber-crimes. Schools should add these topics of cyber-crime in their syllabus 

like Digital World, E-security and safety, Cyber Laws in brief etc.  

2) Empowerment:- Empowerment inspires women about raising their voices against 

these cyber-crimes. This will make an atmosphere where there is equality for women 

in every aspects i.e. Mentally, Socially, Economically etc.  

3) Legal Recourse:- Legal recourse work as a bridge between the Law enforcing 

officers and women. There  are Digital police stations i.e. e-courts or e-portals where 

these women can get help about their problems without going to police or to their 

parents or guardians. This will help to reduce the number of cases which victims do not 
report because of many reasons like long procedures of interrogation or parents or 

guardians getting involved. It also keeps the data of cases and criminals which are 

helpful for enforcing law. Whenever a woman can take part in the cyber world their 

needs and their rights can be listened to by these law enforcements. And this will 

provide an outcome in women safety and their well-being. 22 
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CONCLUSION 

 
In a country like India where women safety should be one of the most important aspects. 

And to maintain women safety in the real and digital world authorities have to take 

some steps like constant evaluation of cyber law and Procedure to maintain women 

safety. To prevent women from cybercrime authorities should provide more awareness 

and skilled people which can teach these women how to use the latest technology. To 

reduce cybercrimes these abuser needs to be punish and to punish them we have to 

catch them so to catch them we will required more skilled people which have lots of 

experience in this field plus more cyber forensic labs so that these abusers can be caught 

and there should be more cyber courts so that victims can get justices.   In this paper 

we have identified many problems with their solutions and a privational model is also 

proposed. This model helps in strengthening women safety by providing them a safe 

digital environment where they can work without the fear of getting harassed. Police 

and government have their duties to play, but these cyber-crimes will be reduced only 

when legal steps are accompanied with woman awareness to bring a shift in the 

mentality of the society at large.  

__________________________________________ 

This case study is for information purpose only. Nothing contained herein shall be deemed or 

interpreted as providing legal or investment advice. 
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